
2. Steering and wheels

The electric vehicle build programme for New Zealand schools!

Take up the challenge to use an electric bike kit to power an 
electric bike or cart of your own design, and outdo your friends 

on Race Day!



Terminology and 
steering geometry

This resource will provide 
some considerations in 
setting up your steering to 
ensure your vehicle turns 
easily, responds well, avoids 
tyre wear and rolls with little 
friction.

This covers:
Ø Wheel Alignment 
Ø Camber
Ø Caster Angle and Trail
Ø Ackerman Steering



Wheel alignment
For the two front wheels to roll freely 
without scrubbing along, the distances A 
and B must be equal. This can be checked 
using a simple tape measure taking care to 
measure distances from equivalent points 
on the front and rear of each wheel (as 
shown).

The tie rod coloured yellow should have an 
adjustment on it so that it can be shortened 
or lengthened (as it does in a car) to correct 
this problem.

A=B is best
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Wheels ‘toed in’

Wheels ‘toed out’



camber
For a vehicle to roll easily and then achieve the best 
speed the motor can deliver, it must have low rolling 
friction and drag.

Wheels should have good bearings and low weight in order to reduce 
rolling resistance and allow it to accelerate quickly. Tyre pressure and 
tread are also  important considerations.

Bike wheels are often chosen by teams. They are ideal for straight line 
speed for the above reasons but on a cart do not handle the stresses of 
cornering.  When you go around a corner in a car you feel as though 
you are being pushed to the outside of the turn. This is no different to a 
cart. It appears to get thrown outwards. The object that stops this is the 
(often) outside wheel. A spoked bike wheel isn’t designed to have the 
axle push at 90 degrees to the wheel and will blow the spokes out if the 
force is big enough (when cart speed rises). On a bike the wheel can 
take this as the rider leans the bike into the turn and the force is 
transferred longwise through the spokes. The trick is to put the key bike 
wheel in this situation when a cart corners.

Cambering front wheels. Both front wheels need negative camber.



Caster
Ideally the vertical line through the wheel axle should be slightly 
behind the line though the bearings that allows the wheel to turn 
when steering.

Moderate caster improves steering and stability. Bikes will already 
have this optimised. 

In the case of a bike too large a caster angle will make the bike look like those 
below. At low speed this will lead to the bike or cart flopping over and over-
steering as the weight of the vehicle forces more turning than intended. This 
makes the steering heavier and less responsive.

Moderate caster angle is good



Ackerman steering
When cornering the outer wheel traces a larger circle than the inner wheel. This means that 
the wheels have to turn different amounts to trace out these circles, otherwise the inner one 
will scrub across the ground when cornering and weight is placed on the outer wheel.

‘Steering	arms’	
welded	to	the	axle

‘Tie	rod(s)’
From 
http://en.wikipedia.o
rg/wiki/Ackermann_s
teering_geometry

When Ackerman 
steering is set up, the 
outer wheel will trace 
a larger circle than 
the inner but each 
circle will have a 
common centre .

Critical steering control connections

Setting up Ackerman Steering geometry
The lines through the steering arms should intersect at the mid point of the back axle. This is shown by the 
red dotted line. This will ensure the tie rod length is shorter than the axle length, and the inner wheel will 
turn more when cornering.

If the tie rod is in front of the axle, the tie rod will have to be correspondingly longer to have the same 
effect. 

See the effect in action at  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ackermann_steering_geometry



Our design

Ø Can you sketch the steering system of your vehicle showing important 
considerations to be incorporated in your build?

Ø Incorporate ideas for vehicle width and any stability, storage or transport 
considerations.

Ø How does the length of the vehicle influence its ability to perform in competition 
events?

Ø What type of wheels will you elect to use? 

Ø Research optimal values of Camber and Caster for your vehicle.




